Cauchy's arm lemma says that if n − 2 consecutive angles of a convex polygon are opened but not beyond π, keeping all but one edge length fixed and permitting that "missing" edge e to vary in length, then e lengthens (or retains its original length). We generalize this lemma to permit opening of the angles beyond π, as far reflex as they were originally convex. The conclusion remains the same: e cannot shorten. We apply this to prove that the "slice" curve that is the intersection of a plane with a convex polyhedron develops without self-intersection.
Introduction
Let A = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ) be an n-link polygonal chain in the plane with n fixed edge lengths ℓ i = |a i a i+1 |, i = 0, . . . , n− 1. We call the vertices a i the joints of the chain, a 0 (which will always be placed at the origin) the shoulder , and a n the hand. Define the turn angle α i at joint a i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1 to be the angle in [−π, π] that turns the vector a i − a i−1 to a i+1 − a i , positive for left (counterclockwise) and negative for right (clockwise) turns.
Define an open polygonal chain A to be convex if its joints determine a (nondegenerate) convex polygon, i.e., all joints are distinct points (in particular, a n = a 0 ), all joints lie on the convex hull of A and they do not all lie on a line. Note there is no chain link between a n and a 0 . The turn angles for a convex chain all lie in [0, π); but note this is not a sufficient condition for a chain to be convex, for it is also necessary that the angles at a 0 and a n be convex.
We can view the configuration of a polygonal chain A to be determined by two vectors: the fixed edge lengths L = (ℓ 0 , . . . , ℓ n−1 ) and the variable turn angles α = (α 1 , . . . , α n−1 ), with the convention that a 0 is placed at the origin and a n horizontally left of a 0 . Let C L (α) = A be the configuration so determined. We use α to represent the angles of the initial configuration, and β and γ to represent angles in a reconfiguration. * Dept. Comput. Sci., Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063, USA. orourke@cs.smith.edu. Supported by NSF grant CCR-9731804.
Let D(r) = {p : |pa 0 | < r} be the open disk of radius r centered on the shoulder joint a 0 . Define a = |a n a 0 |, the length of the "missing" link, the original hand-to-shoulder distance. Finally, we will call D(a) the forbidden (shoulder) disk. We may state Cauchy's arm lemma in the following form:
is a convex chain with fixed edge lengths L, and turn angles α, then in any reconfiguration to B = C L (β) with turn angles β = (β 1 , . . . , β n−1 ) satisfying
we must have |b n b 0 | ≥ |a n a 0 |, i.e., the hand cannot enter the forbidden disk D(a).
Cauchy's lemma is sometimes known as Steinitz's lemma, because Steinitz noticed and corrected an error in the proof a century after Cauchy [Cro97, p. 235]. Many proofs of Cauchy's lemma are now known, e.g., [SZ67, Sin97] and [AZ98, p. 64] .
The main result of this paper is a generalization of Cauchy's lemma that replaces the 0 in Eq. (1) by −α i , and is otherwise identical:
The intuition is illustrated in Fig. 1 ; further examples are provided in Fig. 7 . Although the chain may become nonconvex, Eq. (2) ensures that the movement constitutes a form of straightening. Note that Theorem 1 makes no claim about steadily increasing handshoulder separation during some continuous movement to B; indeed a continuous opening could first increase and later decrease the separation. Rather the claim is that a final configuration satisfying Eq. (2) cannot place the hand in the forbidden disk. Although we impose no restriction on self-intersection of the chain, we will show in Theorem 2 that the chain remains simple. Note that, because we fix a 0 to the origin, and the first turn angle is at joint a 1 , in any reconfiguration the first edge of the chain is fixed. 
First Proof of Generalization
We offer two similar proofs of Theorem 1. The first requires a few preparatory lemmas. We start with the simple observation that negating the turn angles reflects the chain. angle constraints is a shoulder-centered closed annulus, but angle-constrained reachable regions seem unstudied.
For the first proof we need two technical lemmas.
Lemma 2 The configuration of a chain A = C L (α) is a continuous function of its turn angles α. Proof: The coordinates of each joint a i can be written as a trigonometric polynomial (rotation and translation of each link), with terms multiplying sin() and cos() applied to angles, and constants depending on the lengths L. Since all the continuents of these polynomials are continuous functions of the angles, each joint, and so all joints, are also. 2
is the image of the trigonometric polynomials mentioned in the previous proof as the angles vary over the compact domain
Because the image of a continuous function on a compact domain is compact, and because the function is continuous by Lemma 2, S is compact. In Euclidean space, a compact set is closed and bounded; so S is closed. R L (α) is just the 2-dimensional b n -slice through S, and so it is closed as well. 2
We use this lemma to help identify, among potential counterexamples, the "worst" violators. Define a configuration B = C L (β) to be locally minimal if there is a neighborhood N of β such that, for all β ′ ∈ N , the determined hand position b ′ n is no closer to the shoulder: |b ′ n a 0 | ≥ |b n a 0 |. Thus the hand's distance to the shoulder is locally minimal.
Inflate a circle C(r) about a 0 , starting with radius r = 0, until some point of R L (α) is first encountered. Because b n ∈ D(a), this event will occur before r = a. Because R L (α) is closed by Lemma 3, there is some definite, smallest radius r 0 , 0 < r 0 < a, when the circle first hits the reachability region. A configuration corresponding to any point in
The above lemma will provide a "hook" to reduce n in the induction step. We separate out the base of the induction in the next lemma.
Lemma 5 Theorem 1 holds for n = 2. We now prove Theorem 1 by induction. Proof: Lemma 5 establishes the theorem for n = 2. Assume then that the theorem holds for all chains of n − 1 or fewer links. We seek to establish it for an nlink chain A = C L (α), n > 2. Assume, for the purposes of contradiction, that A may be reconfigured so that the hand falls inside the forbidden disk D(a). We seek a contradiction on a shorter chain. By Lemma 4, one of two cases holds: the hand reaches a 0 , or there is a locally minimal configuration. Fig. 3(b) . We know that ℓ n−1 = |a n−1 a n | < |a n−1 a 0 | by the triangle inequality: By definition, A forms a nondegenerate convex polygon, so the triangle △(a 0 , a n−1 , a n ) is nondegenerate (see Fig. 3(a) ). Now consider the chains A ′ and B ′ obtained by removing the last links a n−1 a n and
′ is a convex chain of n−1 links, so the induction hypothesis applies and says that A ′ cannot be validly reconfigured to place b n−1 closer to a 0 than a ′ = |a n−1 a 0 |. B ′ places b n−1 at distance ℓ n−1 from a 0 , which we just observed is less than a ′ . It remains to argue that B ′ is a valid reconfiguration of A ′ , i.e., that it satisfies Eq. (2). However, this is satisfied for i = 1, . . . , n − 2 because these angles are not changed by the shortening, and after shortening there is no constraint on β n−1 . Thus B ′ is a valid reconfiguration of A ′ but places the hand in the forbidden disk, a contradiction. 2. We may henceforth assume, by Lemma 4, that there is a locally minimal configuration B = C L (β) that places b n ∈ D(a). Again we seek to shorten the chain and obtain a contradiction.
First we establish that at least one 1 β i is at the limit of its valid turn range: β i = ±α i . Suppose to the contrary that all β i , i = 1, . . . , n − 1, are strictly interior to their allowable turn ranges: We are now prepared to shorten the chains. Let A ′ and B ′ be the chains resulting from removing a i and b i from A and B respectively: 0 , a 1 , . . . , a i−1 , a i+1 , . . . , a n ) (3)
A crucial point to notice is that |b i−1 b i+1 | = |a i−1 a i+1 | because β i = α i ; this was the reason for focusing on an extreme β i . Therefore B ′ is a reconfiguration of A ′ . Of course both A ′ and B ′ contain n− 1 links, so the induction hypothesis applies. Moreover, because i ≤ n − 1, the b i removed does not affect the position of b n . So b n ∈ D(a) by hypothesis. To derive a contradiction, it only remains to show that B ′ is a valid reconfiguration of A ′ , i.e., one that satisfies the turn constraints (2).
Let α ′ i+1 be the turn angle at a i+1 in A ′ . We analyze this turn angle in detail, and argue later that the situation is analogous at a i−1 . Let θ be the angle of the triangle △ i = △(a i , a i+1 , a i−1 ) at a i+1 ; see Fig. 4(a) . Because A is a convex chain, cutting off △ i from A increases the turn angle at a i+1 in
1 In fact I believe that all must be extreme, but the proof only needs one. ′ . Although here the turn could be negative, as in Fig. 4(b) , it is still the case that the turn is advanced by θ by the removal of △ i :
We seek to prove that β
]. Substituting the expressions from Eqs. (5) and (6) into the desired inequality yields:
And this holds because θ > 0 and β i+1 ∈ [−α i+1 , α i+1 ] (because B is a valid reconfiguration of A). The intuition here is that the nesting of the turn angle ranges at a i+1 in A and A ′ (evident in Fig. 4(a) ) carries over, rigidly attached to △ i , to B, so that satisfying the tighter constraint in B also satisfies the looser constraint in B ′ .
Although the situation is superficially different at a i−1 because our definition of turn angle depends on the orientation of the chain, it is easily seen that the turn constraint is identical if the orientation is reversed. Another way to view this is that we can base the turn angles on △ i . Thus the equations derived above hold again, except with i+1 replaced by i − 1, and θ replaced by the angle of △ i at a i−1 .
We have thus established that B ′ is a valid reconfiguration of A ′ . By the induction hypothesis, the hand b n of B ′ cannot enter the forbidden disk D(a). But by assumption it is in that disk. This contradiction shows that our assumption that b n ∈ D(a) cannot hold, and establishes the theorem.
2
The following corollary extends the distance inequality to every point of the chain. 
Second Proof of Generalization
We now sketch a second proof, which avoids reliance on locally minimal configurations. The proof is again inductive, by contradiction from a shortened chain, and relies on the same detailed argument concerning the turn angle ranges. None of those details will be repeated.
Proof: Let A = C L (α) be the given convex chain, and C = C L (γ) a valid reconfiguration that places c n ∈ D(a), in contradiction to the theorem. We first construct an "intermediate" configuration B = C L (β) with β i = |γ i | for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1, i.e., B is a convex chain formed by flipping all turns in C to be positive. Note that, because γ is a valid angle vector for A,
As this is exactly the Cauchy arm opening condition, Eq.
(1), we may apply Theorem 0 to conclude that b = |b n b 0 | ≥ |a n a 0 | = a. Now we focus attention on chains B and C. Because
But here is the point: every angle γ i of C is extreme with respect to B, and so there is no need to invoke local minimality.
Choose an i and remove b i from B and c i from C, obtaining shorter chains B ′ and C ′ . Applying the argument from the previous section verbatim, we conclude that C ′ is a valid reconfiguration of B ′ . But because B ′ has n − 1 links, the induction hypothesis applies and shows that c n cannot enter the forbidden disk D(b), with b = |b n b 0 |. Because b ≥ a, c n cannot be in D(a) either. This contradicts the assumption and establishes the theorem. 2
Noncrossing of Straightened Curve
Define a polygonal chain to be simple if nonadjacent segments are disjoint, and adjacent segments intersect only at their single, shared endpoint. By our nondegeneracy requirement, convex chains are simple. In particular, any opening of a convex chain via Cauchy's arm lemma (Theorem 0) remains simple because it remains convex. We now establish a parallel result for the generalized straightening of Theorem 1. We generalize slightly to permit the convex chain to start with the hand at the shoulder.
Theorem 2 If A = (a 0 , . . . , a n ) = C L (α) is a closed convex chain with n fixed edge lengths L and turn angles α, closed in the sense that a n = a 0 , then any valid reconfiguration to B = C L (β) is a simple polygonal chain.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that B is nonsimple. Let q 2 be the first point of B, measured by distance along the chain from the shoulder b 0 , that coincides with an earlier point q 1 ∈ B. Thus q 1 and q 2 represent the same point of the plane, but different points along B. See Fig. 5 . Because B is nonsimple, these "first touching points" exist, 2 and we do not have both q 1 = b 0 and q 2 = b n (because that would make B a simple, closed chain). Let p 1 and p 2 be the points of A corresponding to q 1 and q 2 . Corollary 1 guarantees One could alternatively prove this theorem by induction on the length of the chain, showing that in a continuous motion to B, the first violation of simplicity is either impossible by the induction hypothesis, or directly contradicts Theorem 1.
Corollary 2 A valid reconfiguration of an open convex chain remains simple.
Proof: Theorem 2 guarantees that even the final missing edge between a n and a 0 is not crossed, so the corollary is obtained by simply ignoring that last edge. 2
Application to Curve Development
A curve Γ on the surface of a convex body may be "developed" on a plane by rolling the convex body on the plane without slippage so that the curve is always the point of contact. Here we will only consider polygonal curves on the surface of convex polyhedra (polytopes). An earlier result is that a closed convex polygonal curve on a polytope, i.e., one whose turns are all leftward on the surface, develops to a simple path [OS89] . Here we prove that particular (nonconvex) curves also develop without self-intersection: slice curves, those that are the intersection of a polytope with a plane; see Orient Γ to be counterclockwise from above. Let c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n be the corners of Γ, the points at which Γ crosses a polytope edge with a dihedral angle different from π, or meets a polytope vertex. Define the right surface angle θ(p) at a point p ∈ Γ to be the total incident face angle at p to the right of the directed curve Γ at p. Only at a corner c i of Γ is the right surface angle θ i different from π. Note that θ i could be greater or less than π, i.e., the slice curve could turn right or left on the surface.
Define the right development of Γ to be a planar drawing of the polygonal chain Γ as the chain B = (b 0 , b 1 , . . . , b n ) with the same link lengths, |b i b i+1 | = |c i c i+1 | for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, and with exterior angle θ i to the right of b i the same as the surface angle to the right of Γ at c i on P , for all i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Define left development similarly. Note that if Γ avoids all polytope vertices, then there is no difference between the left and right development of Γ, for the sum of the right and right surface angles at any point is always 2π. Define the development of Γ to be the right development of Γ.
Theorem 3 Let Γ = P ∩ Π be a closed curve on the surface of a polytope P that is the intersection of P with a plane Π. Then Γ develops on a plane to a simple (noncrossing) polygonal curve. Proof: We first dispense with the degenerate intersections, where there is zero volume of P to one side of Π. Then Π must intersect P in either a face, an edge, or a vertex. In all cases, Γ develops as is, and there is nothing to prove. Henceforth we assume that the slice is nondegenerate.
Let Q be the convex polygon in plane Π bound by Γ. Let φ i ∈ (0, π) be the internal convex angle of Q at c i . Our aim is to prove that these internal angles are related to the right surface angles θ i as follows:
First note that, by our nondegeneracy assumption, the intersection of P with the halfspace below (and including) Π is a polytope; call it P 0 . P 0 has Q as a top face, and the corners of Γ as vertices. The total angle incident to vertex c i of P 0 is φ i + θ i , because P 0 includes the entire right surface angle at c i . Because P 0 is a polytope, this sum must be at most 2π, and from φ i +θ i ≤ 2π the right hand inequality of Eq. (7) follows.
Repeating the argument to the other side, let P 1 be the intersection of P with the halfspace above Π. Because the left surface angle at c i on P is no more than 2π − θ i (with equality if c i is not a vertex of P ), then the total angle incident to vertex c i of P 1 is no more than φ i + 2π − θ i . Because P 1 is a polytope, this sum must be at most 2π, and from φ i + 2π − θ i ≤ 2π the left hand inequality of Eq. (7) follows.
Let A = (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n ) be a polygonal chain representing convex polygon Q, with a i corresponding to c i . The turn angle α i at a i is α i = π − φ i , i.e., 
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (7) yields
i.e., β i ∈ [−α i , α i ]. Thus we see that B is a valid reconfiguration of A, and Theorem 2 applies and establishes the claim that it is simple. 2
The examples in Fig. 7 can all be viewed as developments of slice curves. It seems possible to generalize Theorem 3 to slice curves for any convex body B, by approximating B with a converging sequence of polytopes, an approach used by Aleksandrov and Pogorelov [Pog73] . 
